










For the Year Ending December 31st





by Mayor C. Wesley Lyons
Gentlemen of the Council:
We stand at the threshold of a new year.
The inauguration of a new City Government marks an im-
portant event in the life of a municipality, even in normal times.
In times like the present, when momentous issues are at stake,
and our nation is fighting for its very life, and for the preser-
vation of those principles on which it was founded, and the ad-
herence to which has caused it to grow to its present preeminent
position of leadership among the nations of the world, the in-
auguration of a new City Government is of much more than
ordinary significance.
We look with pride to the accomplishments of the past.
Rochester is in an enviable position as regards its financial
standing.
This is due to the careful administration of its affairs by
past Mayors and City Councils; and to the sound policy, adhered
to in the immediate past, of conserving its assets to prepare for
the inevitable expense of readjustments, which must follow the
successful termination of the present terrible conflicts, and in
which expense Rochester must be prepared to do its share to the
utmost.
With no City Net Indebtedness, aside from it*;; A^'^ater C'^'n-
struction Notes, which are paid from revenues of the Water De-
partment and have no bearing on the tax rate, I am sure Ro-
chester will be in a position to fulfill its obligation in this re-
spect.
We, as a City, and particularly as a Council elected to man-
age the City affairs for the next twelve months, have many du-
ties and responsibilities, such as those relating to good roads
arid highways; providing every educational opportunity for the
boys and girls of the community which the City can reasonably
afford; protecting the life and property of its citizens; and car-
ing for the needy and aged among us who need our help. Added
to these ordinary and necessary activities there will be the
further responsibility in the months to come, of preparing' for
Rochester to do its utmost to reestablish in the life of the com-
munity those who from now on will be returning in ever in-
creasing numbers to the normal pursuits of life, and who have
given so much in the fight to preserve our nation and all civili-
zation.
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Gentlemen, I ask that in all your deliberations during this
year, you always have in mind what effect any proposed course
of action will have upon this issue, which I deem to be para-
mount at this time, that of giving practical and substantial aid
to reestablishing our returning veterans in the normal life of
the community when that time shall come.
Detailed estimates of the anticipated needs of the several
departments for the current year will be presented for your con-
sideration at a later date, when the Finance Committee, in ac-
cordance with the requirements of the City Ordinances, shall
submit the annual budget for your action.
Gentlemen, with your cooperation, of which I am sure, with
the constructive suggestions which we shall receive from time
to time from the Planning Board, and our consideration of their
six-year program which has been presented to us; with the fine
plans that are being developed by the Post-War Committee for
aiding the veterans as they return from their service in the
armed forces; and with cooperation from all the citizens of this
City, I am sure Rochester can look to the future unafraid, con-
fident of the ultimate triumph of right and justice, and the sur-
vival of our democratic wav of life.
CITY GOVERNMENT
AS ORGANIZED JANUARY 1, 1945
Mayor, C. Wesley Lyons
COUNCILMEN
Ward One—Jesse C. Simonds, Ralph C. Sinclair, Merl T. Went-
worth.
Ward Two—Freeman V. Parshley, Maurice A. Jones, Frederick
Maxfield.
Ward Three—Arthur E. Cassidy, George A. Lachapelle, John
J. Hurley.
Ward Four—George J. Potvin, Donald Sylvain, Thomas J. Syl-
vain.
Ward Five—Weston H. Palmer, Cecil A. Morrison, Wilfred T.
Roy.
Ward Six—Llewellyn F. Fernald, George F. Wilson, Charles F.
Leach.
City Clerk—I). Arlene Baker.
City. Treasure)'—Frank E. Hussey.
City Accountant—J. Stacy Tripp.
City Solicitor—Guy Smart.
Collector of Taxes—Eugene C. Howard.
Street Commissioner—Ralph 0. Meader.
Superintendent of Water Works and Scivers—George D. Dame.
i¥a/s/ia^—William H. Gibbs.
Assistant Marshal—Thomas K. Redden.
Patrolmen—Erlon H. Furbush, Willis M. Hayes, Ernest J. Le-
vesque, Deus Levesque, Curtis H. Hill, Nelson S. Hatch,
Vane E. Nickerson.
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department—Ralph G. Seavey.
Deputy Chief Engineers of Fire Department—Wilbur E. Horne,
Joseph E. Woodes, William B. Shaw, Charles L. Plummer,
Downing Osborne.
Overseer of Poor—Forrest L. Keay.
Sanitary Officer—Charles E. Goodwin.
City Physician—Norman K. Chesley.
Board of Health—Charles E. Goodwin, Norman K. Chesley,
Forrest L. Keay.
Plumbers' Examiyiing Board—Charles E. Goodwin, Norman K.
Chesley, Wilbur E. Horne.
Assessors—Walter C. Lagotte, Albert R. Chalmers, Howard C.
E. Becker.
Trustees of Tmst Funds—John H. Bates, Frank E. Hussey, Ce-
cil M. Pike.
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Trustees of Public Library—J. Levi Header, Henry J. Grondin,
Joel W. McCrillis, J. Stacy Tripp, Robert P. Wilson, Charles
W. Varney, Jr.
Licensing Board—Mayor C. Wesley Lyons, City Marshal William
H. Gibbs, Health Officer Charles E. Goodwin.
Manager of City Hall Auditorium—E. Morrison Douglas.
Janitor—James B. Callahan.
Assistant Janitor—J. Harry Dame.
Janitor, East Rochester Hall—John F. Hickey.
Janitor, Gonic Hall—Ernest Stevenson.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—James B. Callahan.
Special Police—L Belmont Allen, Wm. O. Allen, Walter H. Bel-
ville, Robert Blair, William J. Blair, Leon Blaisdell, Frank
Boston, Wilfred Boulanger, Percy Brooks, Alonzo Bunker,
James B. Callahan, Frank C. Canney, Louis Carter, Walter
J. Carter, Guy E. Chesley, Don R. Coburn, Francis W. Cote,
Ernest Couture, Eudore Couture, George D. Dame, Forrest
M. Davis, W. Earl Davis, E. Morrison Douglas, Fred L.
Doyle, Miles H. Dustin, Isaac C. Evans, James Flood, Har-
old M. Foss, Albert S. Foster, Chester A. Freeman, Charles
E. Goodwin, Neal Goodwin, Leland L. Gray, Wm. D. Hamel,
Wilbur Hayes, Horace F. Haynes, John F. Hickey, Ernest
E. Home, John J. Hurley, Carl Jacobs, Edward Joblonski,
Herbert Kenney, William Lamontagne, A. R. Lapointe, John
M. Leach, Alphonse Lacasse, Gerald G. Lapierre, Ambrose
Massey, John Meader, Ralph O. Meader, Frank B. Miller,
Arthur Mortimer, Eugene O'Brien, Rolf Osterman, Freeman
V. Parshley, John W. Philbrook, Napoleon Picard, Maxime
Portrie, George J. Potvin, Bert F, Power, Dwight Raab,
Gerard Rainville, Joseph A. Roulx, Felix Sanfacon, Fred L.
Seavey, Samuel Shapleigh, Harold Shepard, Mylo Sinclair,
Ernest Stevenson, Reginald Stuart, Arthur E. Tebbetts,
Richard Varney, Ray Vittum, Albert L. Wallace, Harvey
Warburton, Jasper G. Ward, Harry L. Webber, Luther E.
Wiggin, Joseph Woodes.
Public Weigho's—Roland Bouchard, Herbert Bowering, James
Bowering, Sr., Forrest Campbell, Edna Capron, A. F. Car-
ter, Walter T. Gate, Forrest M. Davis, Kenneth Drapeau,
Fred Durgin, Charles E. Fisher, J, Raymond Fisher, Wal-
lace N. Fisher, Robert Gilman, George E. Greenfield, Frank
Hatch, Richard G. Hatch, Geoi'ge W. Heath, George Herries,
Warren C. Howard, Raoul J. Marcotte, Roy Marcotte, J. A.
Morrill, A. C. Mortimer, Roger E. Page, Orlando E. Pick-
ering, Raymond Palmer, Chester H. Smith, Franklin Torr,
Olive Page Tufts, Albert Warburton, Scott Winkley, Joseph
Woodes, Bert Woodward, William York, Ivory L. Young.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—Arthur W. Barber, Louis Car-
tier, Nathaniel Davis, William H. Emack, Robert Fownes,
Norman Griffin, Russell Griffin, Samuel Hale, George V.
Hussey, James R. Mangar, A. F. Potvin, George J. Potvin,
David Shields, Clayton Severance, James O. Watson.
Fence Viewers—Ernest Campbell, Harvey Henderson.
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STANDING COMMITTEES, 1945
Finance—Mayor, Palmer, Jones.
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons—Mayor, Parshley, Thomas
Sylvain.
Public Instruction—Mayor, Fernald, Lachapelle.
Claims and Accounts—Mayor, Morrison, Lachapelle.
Public Buildings—Wilson, Maxfield, Sinclair.
Fire Department—Fernald, Wentworth, Potvin.
Roads, Bridges and Drains—Sinclair, Leach, Donald Sylvain.
Water Works and Sewers—Simonds, Roy, Thomas Sylvain.
Street Lights—Wentworth, Maxfield, Hurley.
Printing—Parshley, Wilson, Cassidy.
Elections and Returns—Leach, Wentworth, Cassidy.
Legal Affairs—Mayor, Simonds, Donald Sylvain.




Special Committee for Honor Roll—Potvin, Jones, Roy.
IMPORTANT RESOLUTIONS AND
ORDERS
Passed by the City Council, 1945
RESOLUTION FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF AN HONOR
ROLL COMMITTEE
Be it )-esolvi'd by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester : That an Honor Roll Committee be appointed by the
Mayor for 1945, to have charg-e of any additions or revisions to
the Honor Roll that may be necessary this year.
Passed January 3, 1945.
(Mayor Lyons appointed to this committee: Potvin, Jones,
Roy.)
RESOLUTION TO BORROW MONEY IN ANTICIPATION
OF TAXES
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Finance Committee be authorized to hire
in anticipation of taxes a sum not exceeding two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars ($250,000.00). Said sum to be hired, on
notes of the City, at such time as the best interest of the City
require.
Passed January 3, 1945.
RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE A SNOW LOADER
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Purchasing Committee be, and hereby is
authorized to purchase a snow loader at a cost of not more than
six thousand ($6,000.00) dollars. This amount to be used from
monies not otherwise expended from the 1944 budget.
Passed January 3, 1945.
RESOLUTION FOR PURCHASING DRIVING LICENSES
FOR EMPLOYEES WHO DRIVE CITY-OWNED VEHICLES
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the cost of driving licenses, required by the
state, for drivers regularly employed to drive City-owned motor
vehicles be paid from funds budgeted for the use of the respec-
tive departments.
Passed February 6, 1945.
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RESOLUTION REFERRING BIDS FOR RUBBISH
COLLECTION TO THE PURCHASING COMMITTEE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That, whereas, the contract for the collection of gar-
bage in the City of Rochester expires February 15th, the Com-
mittee on Roads, Bridges and Drains have advertised for bids
in the Rochester papers; and
That the bids and contract for garbage collection for 1945
be referred to the Purchasing Committee w^ith povv^er to act.
Passed February 6, 1945.
RESOLUTION RELATIVE TO PAY OF SAMUEL LOCKE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the City of Rochester pay $17.50 a week to
Samuel Locke until such time as he receives his insurance, when
he will reimburse the City for this amount that has been paid
him in wages.
Passed February 6, 1945.
RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE 1,000 FEET OF BRIDGE
RAILING FOR BRIDGE STREET BRIDGE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Purchasing Committee be authorized to pur-
chase 1,000 feet of bridge railing for Bridge Street bridge at a
cost not to exceed $175.00. This expenditure to be included in
the 1945 Highway Department Budget.
Passed February 6, 1945.
RESOLUTION TO PAINT BRIDGE STREET BRIDGE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Purchasing Committee be authorized to
expend an amount not to exceed $600.00 to paint the Bridge
Street bridge. This expenditure to be included in the 1945
Highway Department Budget.
Passed February 6, 1945.
RESOLUTION TO PAINT ISINGLASS RIVER BRIDGE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Purchasing Committee be authorized to
expend an amount not to exceed $150.00 for painting the Isin-
glass River bridge. This expenditure to be included in the
1945 Highway Department Budget.
Passed February 6, 1945.
RESOLUTION FOR REPAIRS TO THE ISINGLASS
RIVER BRIDGE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Purchasing Committee be authorized to ex-
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pend an amount not to exceed $350.00 for labor for repairs to
Isinglass River bridge rollers. This expenditure to be included
in the 1945 Highway Department Budget.
Passed February 6, 1945.
RESOLUTION THAT THE HIGHWAY COMMITTEE
NEGOTIATE FOR THE REMOVAL OF TOP OF
"CROW HILL"
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester : That the Committee on Roads, Bridges and Drains
be authorized to negotiate for the removal of an indeterminate
amount of so-called "Crow Hill" on lower Summer Street, East
Rochester, at no cost to the City.
Passed April 3, 1945.
RESOLUTION FOR PUBLIC HEARING ON THE
1945 BUDGET
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester : That, as required by a state law, passed in 1943,
a public hearing on the City Budget shall be held May 16, 1945,
at 8:00 P. M. at the Council Chamber, and that the City Clerk
be, and hereby is instructed to publish a notice of said hearing,
at least one week in advance of said hearing, and post notices
in two public places, together with a summary of the Budget as
submitted, at least one week in advance of said hearing.
Passed May 1, 1945.
RESOLUTION PASSING THE 1945 BUDGET
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That there be raised by taxation the sum of
$395,886.00 to defray the expenses of the City as set forth in
the 1945 budget.
Passed June 5, 1945.
RESOLUTION ON THE ACCEPTANCE OP
COXETER SQUARE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester : That the conveyance by Josephine R. Mclnerney and
Charles Mclnerney to the City of Rochester of Coxeter Square
for highway purposes and pipe line maintenance as set forth in
their deed to said City, dated July 2, 1945, be and hereby is es-
tablished and laid out the said highway known as Coxeter
Square, as in said deed conveyed.
Passed August 7, 1945.
RESOLUTION FOR THE LAYOUT OF SPAULDING
AVENUE IN NORTH ROCHESTER
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That, whereas, all parties having an interest in
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Spaulding Avenue, located in North Rochester in said Rochester,
have petitioned for and waived notice of a hearing for the lay-
out of Spaulding Avenue.
Now^, therefore, be it resolved that Spaulding Avenue be
and hereby is laid out in accordance with the plan of Spaulding
Avenue hereto attached and made a part hereof.
Passed September 4, 1945.
RESOLUTION THAT $1.10 PER HOUR BE PAID FOR
EMPLOYEES WHILE ENGAGED IN CLIMBING AND
TRIMMING TREES
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the pay schedule for employees of the water
and sewer department working for the Shade Trees, Parks and
Commons Committee be revised by establishing a maximum rate
of $1.10 per hour for employees while engaged in climbing and
trimming trees.
Passed October 3, 1945.
RESOLUTION TO DISPOSE OF THE PLYMOUTH
CRUISER OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Finance Committee be and is hereby em-
powered to dispose of the Plymouth car of the Police Departs
ment now used as a police cruiser before the close of this year.
Passed November 7, 1945.
AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
AMATEUR SUNDAY SPORTS
Be it ordained by the Honorable Mayor and City Council of
the City of Rochester: That Section 6, of Chapter 13, of the
General Ordinances, Amateur Sunday Sports, be amended by
inserting the word "amateur" in the second line thereof after
the word "in" and by striking out the word "no" in the third
line of said section, so that said Section as amended, shall read
as follows
:
Section 6. Amateur Sports. It shall be lawiul on the
Lord's Day to engage in amateur play, games, sports, and ex-
hibitions of physical skill, to which admission is charged, except
public dancing, horse racing, prize fighting, wrestling, pool,
billiards, and bowling, provided that peace and quiet are not un-
reasonably disturbed thereby. The Mayor and City Council may
regulate the time and areas of such play, games, and sports, to
the end that no unreasonable disturbance of peace and quiet
shall be caused thereby.
Passed November 26, 1945.
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AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
AMATEUR SUNDAY SPORTS
Be it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the amendment to Section 6 of Chapter 13 be
repealed as it failed to secure the approval of the voters at the
City election.
Passed December 6, 1945.
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXPENDITURE OF
$5U0.00 FOR A SURVEY OF THE WATER SYSTEM
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Water Committee and the Special Com-
mittee appointed to assist the Water Committee be and hereby is
authorized and empowered to expend from the funds of the
Water Department the sum of $500.00 for the purpose of en-
gaging an expert engineer to make a survey and present a com-
plete report as to the most practical method to acquire the nec-
essary auxiliary water supply.
Passed December 6, 1945.
RESOLUTION TO TRANSFER BALANCES TO
DEPARTMENTS WHERE THERE ARE DEFICITS
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That if found necessary in closing the accounts of
the year to transfer from a department where there is a balance
to a department where there is a deficit, the Committee on
Finance be authorized to make such transfer.
Passed December 6, 1945.
AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES ON TRAFFIC
Be it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Section 3 of Chapter XIV be amended by add-
ing thereto the following:
That whoever violates this ordinance shall for the first of-
fence be given a courtesy warning, for the second violation
within the calendar year shall be fined the sum of $1.00 to be
collected by the City Marshal and for all subsequent violations
within said calendar year to be fined not more than $25.00 to be
decreed by the Judge of the Municipal Court.
Passed December 6, 1945.
RESOLUTION THAT THE MAYOR APPOINT A SPECIAL
COMMITTEE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Coimcil of the City of
Rochester: That the Mayor appoint from the 1946 Council five
(5) members and the Mayor, as Chairman, to comprise a Spe-
cial Committee to investigate and report back to the Council
with recommendations the advisability of increasing the sal-
aries of the Department Heads of the Fire, Water, Police and
Highway Departments.
Passed December 28, 1945.
ASSESSORS' INVENTORY
Land and buildings $7,943,865 00
Electric plants 320,225 00
Horses 210 21,900 00
Goats 13 115 00
Oxen 2 200 00
Cows 749 74,900 00
Other neat stock 43 2,150 00
Sheep 60 600 00
Hogs 15 375 00
Fowls 16,925 16,925 00
Fur-bearing animals 36 200 00
Portable mills 4 2,250 00
Boats and launches •. . . . 8 100 00
Wood, lumber, etc 36,455 00
Gasoline pumps and tanks 17,185 00
Stock in trade 1,502,695 00
Mills and machinery 1,121,765 00
Total valuation $11,061,905 00
Polls, regular 6,103 12,206 00
Polls, special 259 777 00
National bank stock taxes 1,440 05
Amount of taxes to be committed to collector,
including poll taxes and national bank
taxes 392,697 63
Special poll taxes ,
.
19,089 00
Amount of real estate exempted from local
taxes None
Amount of stock in trade exempted from local
taxes None
Amount exempted to soldiers 136,050 00
Tax rate for the year 1945 35 50
WALTER C. LAGOTTE,
ALBERT R. CHALMERS,
HOWARD C. E. BECKER,
Assessors.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council, Rochester, N. H.:
Gentlemen
:
I present for your consideration tiie following report of the
financial condition of the City of Rochester at the close of busi-
ness December 31, 1945. The details of the report are shown
in the accompanying Exhibits and Schedules as listed in the
following index.
Exhibits A to D reflect the financial statements as of the
close of the year and the results of the budget appropriations.
Schedules 1 to 11 give in more detail the accounts that are
reflected in the final balance sheets.
Schedule 12 is a graphic illustration showing the various
sources of revenue and the departmental expenses for the year.
Schedule 13 is a comparison of departmental expenses over
a five-year period, and the percentage of cost that each de-
partment bears to the total for the year.
Your attention is called to Schedule 14 which is a combined
balance sheet, including the Water Department, as reported to
the State Tax Commission in accordance with that Commis-
sion's requirements. This shows a balance of assets over all
liabilities of $26,639.38.
The Funded Debt shows a decrease since December 31, 1944,
of $14,636.20, which is accounted for by the payment of the fol-
lowing:
Public Library Notes $5,000 00
City Hall Notes 2,500 00
Highway Equipment Notes 1,000 00
Highway Construction Notes 4,000 00
Public Improvement Notes 1,136 20
Sewer and Water Construction Notes .... 1,000 00
$14,636 20
No new indebtedness has been created during the year.
The Funded Debt as of January 1, 1946, is $86,587.13, di-
vided as follows:
Water Debt (Payable from Water Revenue) $34,000 00
Municipal Debt (Payable from Reserve for Retire-
. ment of Funded Debt) 52,587 13
$86,587 13
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The Budget Operations for the year show a balance of
Revenues over Charges of $13,242.97. This is accounted for as
follows
:
Excess of Revenues over Estimates $4,300 50
Excess of Appropriations over Charges 8,942 47
$13,242 97
The general form of the report is the same as rendered
previously, and is as follows:
"' 3 ''1 W:
First: The Report of the General Municipal and Budget
Accounts.
Second: The Report of the Trustees of Trust Funds.
Third : The Report of the Water Works in the form pre-
scribed by the Public Service Commission of the State of New
Hampshire.
I believe the accompanying exhibits and supporting sched-
ules reflect fairly the financial condition of the City of Roches-







for the Year 1945





































Town Aid Roads, 1,396 00
Miscellaneous, 800 00
Total Current Expenditures, $68,551 00
Capital Expenditures:
City Construction, $1,200 00
Surface Drain Construction, 500 00
Total Capital Expenditures, $1,700 00
Total Highways, $70,251 00
Public Welfare:
Administration, $1,100 00
Direct Relief, 8,000 00







Shade Trees, Parks and Commons, $3,500 00
Public Band Concerts, 672 00
Street Lighting,
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I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the
Budget of the City of Rochester for the year 1945 as passed at





State of N. H. •
Strafford, SS.
Then the above-named D. Arlene Baker, City Clerk, took
the oath and subscribed to the above statement as being true.
J. STACY TRIPP,
Notary Public.
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Exhibit B—Financial Statement
Exclusive of Water Department
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Publicity, 500 00 500 00
Memorial and Armis-
tice Days, 500 00 500 00
Public Library, 9,950 00 9,950 00
East Rochester Library, 300 00 300 00
District Nurse As-
sociation, 750 GO 750 00
Relief:
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Revenues Realized Excess Deficit
State of N. H., $27,000.00 $27,503.41 $503.41
Automobile Permits, 7,000.00 7,535.54 535.54
Schools, 14,400.00 14,187.54 $212.4fi
Tax Levy, 395,886.00 396,437.37 551.37
Rent of Equipment, 3,500.00 6,347.34 ' 2,847.34
Other Income, 5,000.00 5,075.30 75.30
$452,786.00 $457,086.50 $4,512.96 $212.46
EXPENDITURES
Appropriations





Schedule 2—Statement of Cash Receipts
REVENUE CREDITS
Clerk's Fees,
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1944 Special Polls, 3,955.33
1945 Taxes, 368,671.75
1945 Special Polls, 12,379.84




Total Water Receipts, $44,583.44
Non-Revenue Receipts:
Tax Anticipation Notes, $125,000.00
Firemen's Pension Fund, 444.44
City Hall Auditorium, 968.50
Dog Depredations, 2,310.51
Police Pension Fund, 160.32
United States Savings Bonds, 3,761.57
Withholding Taxes, 22,995.94
N. H.-Vt. Hospitalization Service, 1,162.75
Other Unclassified Receipts, 5,082.67
Total Non-Revenue Receipts, $161,886.70
Total Cash Receipts, $689,622.57






























































































N. H.-Vt. Hospitalization Service, 1,162.75
1944 Budget Commitments, 12,758.00






Total Non-Revenue Disbursements, $208,329.35
Total Cash Disbursements, $688,884.51
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Schedule 4—Real Estate and Personal
Property
Real Personal
Classification Estate Property Total
City Hall, $130,000.00 $11,548.38 $141,548.38
Fire Stations
:
Central Station, 20,000.00 35,759.90 55,759.90
Cocheco Engine House, 2,000.00 2,000.00
East Rochester Station, 6,000.00 2,850.00 8,850.00
Tiger Engine House, 4,000.00 2,850.00 6,850.00
Fire Hose, 12,000.00 12,000.00
Alarm System, 8,000.00 8,000.00
Public Library, . 57,000.00 4,585.62 61,585.62
Hot Top Plant, 500.00 2,500.00 3,000.00
Garages in Rear of City Hall, 2,500.00 65,201.32 67,701.32
Schools:
Spaulding High School. 875,000.00 126,449.69 1,001,449.69
Maple Street Building, 70,000.00 4,672.22 74,672.22
Allen School Building, 25,000.00 2,838.25 27,838.25
School Street Building. 20,000.00 3,390.75 23,390.75
Gonic School Building, 20,000.00 2,838.45 22,838.45
East Rochester Building, 12,000.00 3,135.75 15,135.75
Ward House, Linden Street, 900.00 254.13 1,154.13
Bonney Lot, Farmington Road, 500.00 500.00
City Lot, Farmington Road, 325.00 325.00
McDuffee Lot, Farmington
Road, 75.00 75.00
Gravel Pit, Charles Street, 775.00 775.00





Hanson Street, 6,700.0) 6,700.00
Garland Property, Green
Street, E. Rochester, 400.00 400.00
Parks
:
Central Square, 1,000.00 1,000.00
Wakefield Sti^eet, 6,000.00 6,000.00
The Common, 20,000.00 20,000.00
Woodman Square, 3,000,00 3,000.00
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Liberty Square, 100.00 100.00
South Main Street
(At Winter), 100.00 100.00
Duval Park, 100.00 100.00
Strafford Square, 100.00 100.00
Torr Park, 100.00 100.00
Snow Intervale 1,000.00 1,000.00




(At Common), 100.00 100.00
Rochester Hill (At
Whitehall Road), 100.00 100.00
City Parking Property:
Factory Court, 15,136.20 15,136.20
East Rochester
:
Richards' Park, 100.00 100.00
Harrington Square, ' 100.00 100.00
Gonic
:
Union Park, 200.00 200.00
Stephen Meader Park, 100.00 lOQ.OO
Real Estate Acquired by
Tax Collector's Deeds
:
at Assessed Valuation, 1,050.00 1,050.00
Exhibit C, $1,358,661.20 $288,874.46 $1,647,535.66
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Schedule 6—Statement of Tax Equity
Account
Balance January 1, 1945, $2,397.60
Purchases, 1,486.58
$3,884.18
Redemptions, by cash, 1,221.37
Balance January 1, 1946 (Exhibit C), $2,662.81
Schedule 7—Statement of Overlay of
Taxes ( 1 944 Account
)
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Schedule 8—Statement of Comparative
Revenues
State of New Hampshire:
Interest and Dividend Tax,
Railroad Tax,
Savings Bank Tax,
Building and Loan Tax,







Rent of Gonic Hall,





Rent of East Rochester Hall,
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Schedule 10—City Hall Auditorium
RECEIPTS





Balance January 1, 1946 (Exhibit C), $461.58
Schedule 1 1—Dog Depredations
RECEIPTS
Balance January 1, 1945, $1,769.14
Receipts, as per licenses issued, 2,310.51
$4,079.65
DISBURSEMENTS
Expenses and Damages, $2,217.62
Balance January 1, 1946 (Exhibit C), $1,862.03
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Schedule 1 3—A Comparison of Costs
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Schedule 1 5—Report of Tax Collector
YEAR 1943
DEBIT






Cash Collected and Deposited to the
Credit of the City, $21.65
YEAR 1944
DEBIT
Balance January 1, 1945, $30,447.00












Cash deposited to the credit of the City, 31,694.24
$33,322.24
Uncollected January 1, 1946, $33.05
YEAR 1945
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CREDIT
Cash collected and deposited to the credit





Cash in Collector's Hands, 2,047.71
$371,682.79
Uncollected January 1, 1946, $35,252.02
SPECIAL POLL TAXES, YEAR 1944
DEBIT





Correction in original Commitment, $66.00
Abatements, 2,364.00
Cash paid State of New Hampshire, 3,955.33
;,385.33







Cash collected and remitted to the State
of New Hampshire, $10,983.00
Abatements, 495.00
Cash due State of New Hampshire, 1,396.84
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For the Year Ending December 31, 1945
In accordance with the requirements of the Public Service
Commission of the State of New Hampshire, pursuant to the
provisions of Section 1, Chapter 153 of the Laws of 1935.
Exhibit 1—Comparative Balance Sheet
Exhibit 2—Statement of Operations
EXHIBIT 1—COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS
ASSETS





Municipal Investment, $354,208.69 $354,208.69
Water Construction Notes, 34,000.00 41,669.99 $7,669.99*
Total Capital Liabilities, $388,208.69 $395,878.68 $7,669.99*
Contributions in Aid of
Construction, 27,952.99 27,952.99
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
Accounts Payable, 46.05 118.10 72.05*
ACCRUED LIABILITIES:
Accrued Interest, 35.75 55.33 19.58*
RESERVES:
Depreciation, 263,803.46 254,049.04 9,754.42
Profit and Loss, 42,759.78 33,499.26 9,260.52
Total Liabilities, $722,806.72 $711,553.40 $11,253.32
EXHIBIT 2—STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
REVENUES:
Commercial Sales, $33,500.50
Industrial Sales, 3,203.59 .
Hydrant Rentals, 180.00






Water Supply Labor, 317.39
Pumping Station Labor, 842.28
Miscellaneous Labor, 105.43





Repairs to Water Supply
Structures and Equipment, 245.86




Meter Department Labor, 754.85
Other Supplies and Expenses, 339.31
Repairs to Mains, 555.83
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Repairs to Hydrants,
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT
OF WATER WORKS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1945
To the Co)iiniittee on Water Works:
Gentlemen
:
The fifty-fourth annual report of the Water Department
is herewith submitted.
The source of supply during the year: Reservoir.
Water Main Extensions
Rochester Frozen Foods Plant water main extension com-
pleted, Six-inch water main on Wakefield Street extended 200
feet in 1944 and 1,194 feet in 1945.
Small Service Main Extensions
Park Avenue, one-inch galvanized pipe extended 110 feet.
Off Wakefield Street, one-inch galvanized pipe extended 105
feet.
Service Department
New services laid in 1945 22
Services to date 2,682
Services relaid in 1945 26
Services turned on 54
Services shut off 58
Service leaks repaired 5
Main leaks repaired 2
Services thawed in Rochester 12
Services thawed in Dover 1
Services thawed in Somersworth 5
Services thawed in Salmon Falls 2
Services thawed in South Berwick, Maine 1
Services thawed in Berwick, Maine 1
Services thawed in Sanbornville 1
Services thawed in Milton Mills 1
Services discontinued 4
Cellars pumped out 20
Wells pumped out - 9
Tanks pumped out 2
New Hydrants set in 1945
1 Corey hydrant on Wakefield Street near the Frozen
Foods Plant.





Hydrant location changed 5
Hydrants repaired 4
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Al] hydrants were inspected during the year and necessary
repairs made. Wet hydrants were treated during the winter to
prevent freezing.
Meter Department
N?w meters set in 1945 13
Meters in use in 1945 2,453
Meters removed in 1945 134
Meters reset in 1945 132
Meters in use in 1945
Inches
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT
OF SEWERS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1945
To the Committee on Sewers:
Gentlemen : The annual report of the Sewer Department is
herewith submitted
:
Number of permits given to do plumbing in 1945 .... 7
Number of new connections in 1945 14
Number of connections to date 2,306
Number of connections cleaned in 1945 64
No main extensions were made in 1945.
Several mains were flushed and cleaned.
Thawed one sewer main in Sanford, Maine.
Cleaned one septic tank.





REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Ro-
chester :
Gentlemen : I herewith submit for your approval the fol-
lowing report of the activities of the Rochester Police Depart-
ment for the year ending December 31, 1945.
In behalf of the Police Department I would like to take this
opportunity to express our appreciation to the Mayor, Police
Committee and the City Council for the cooperation and as-
sistance rendered to us during the past year.
SUMMARY OF ARRESTS
Vagrant 1
Lewd and lascivious conduct 1
Practicing medicine without a license 1
Drunk and disorderly 110
Assault 16
Fornication 2
Breaking, entering and larceny 13
Non-support 13
Violation of parole 1
Selling adulterated milk 1
Threatening bodily harm 1
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Larceny 6
Larceny of automobile 4




Larceny of bicycle 1
Passing worthless checks 1
Leaving the scene of an accident 1
Escaped from the State Hospital 1
Escaped from the House of Correction 2
Resisting arrest 1
Using profane language 2
A. W. 0. L. Army or Navy 3
Insane person 1
Breaking and entering 2
Neglect of children 3
Not burying refuse 2
Brawl and tumult 5
Receiving stolen property 1
Shooting a human being in mistake of game 1
Fugitive from justice 1
Abandonment of children 1
Reckless driving, death resulting 1
Keeping a place for gambling 1
Taking wagers on the speed of a horse 1
Total 209
MOTOR VEHICLE ARRESTS
Operating under the influence 7
Operating a motor vehicle without proper registra-
tion 3
Defective brakes 1
Operating without a license 9
Speeding 3
Stop sign violation 1
Misuse of plates 1
Overtime parking 1
Permitting unlicensed person to operate 1
Total 27
TOTAL I^UMBER OF ARRESTS
Criminal arrests 209
Motor vehicle arrests 27
Total . . y. 7V 236
Arrests were made by:
Rochester Police Department 203
Sheriff's Department 14
State Police 18
Motor Vehicle Department 1
Total 236
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Disposition of Arrests
Appeared in Municipal Court 146
Released after safekeeping 45
Nol prossed 4
Appealed to Superior Court 2
Paid fine and costs 84
Received suspended sentence 36
Con^mitted to House of Correction 8
Turned over to other departments 25
Continued for sentence 23
Referred to State Probation Department 7
Held for Superior Court 9
Mittimus called and committed 11
Committed to State Industrial School 4
Bail forfeited 1
Other Activities
Parking tags issued 108







Aids rendered to ot.ier departments 76
Lodgers 305
Service men lodgers 108
On several occasioiis during the past year we have found
that it would have been to our advantage if we might have had
some method of conveyance to move those who had been serious-
ly injured as the result of motor vehicle or other accidents. I
would like to suggest that some consideration be given, replac-
ing one of our present cars with a truck so equipped that it
might be used as an ambulance and general emergency vehicle.
Several times during the past year we have had a need for such
a truck and were fortunate in having the assistance of the Fire




REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Ro-
chester:
The claim made by Louise D. Boulette, for injuries re-
ceived by her while crossing the Bridge Street bridge during
the period of its reconstruction, is the only matter now pending.






REPORT OF CLERK OF
MUNICIPAL COURT
To the Honoruble Mayor and City Council, Rochester, N. H.:
I heiewith submit a statement of the condition of the fi-
nances of the Rochester Municipal Court as of December 31,
1945:
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand January 1, 1945 $22.42
Received from fines and fees 1,436.47
Received from sale of civil writs, entry
fees and executions 32.27
$1,491.16
DISBURSEMENTS
Paid City Treasurer $500.00
Motor Vehicle Department 452.85
Witness and other fees 97.60
Printing, supplies and stenographic
hire 70.50
Cabinet for office, Mr. Blake 62.00
Associate Justices 150.00
Bank, check charges 8.25
Bond premium 5.00
Cash on hand December 31, 1945 98.99
Balance in checking account 45.97
$1,491.16
Number of Criminal Cases
Complaints filed as follows:
Local Police Department 112





Total number of cases 216
WALTER C. LAGOTTE,
Clerk.
This is to certify that I have examined the accounts of
Walter C. Lagotte, Clerk of Municipal Court of Rochester, for
the year ending December 31, 1945, and I find them as set forth
in the above statement with all payments to the Treasurer and
otherwise properly receipted for, together with a cash balance
on hand of $98.99, and checking account balance of $45.97.
GARDNER S.HALL,
Justice.
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REPORT OF SEALER OF WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council, Rochester, N. H.:
Gentlemen: I herewith submit my report for the year end-
ing December 31, 1945.
I have inspected the scales at stores, shoe shops, grain mills,
laundries, hospital and the Boston & Maine freight, baggage
and express scales. Also I inspected those of farmers, poultry
dealers, junk dealers and ice and coal dealers.
All gasoline pumps have been inspected and sealed. Also
measured wood dealers' trucks.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES B. CALLAHAN,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER OF
FIRE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Ro-
chester :
Gentlemen : I herewith submit my annual report for the
year ending December 31, 1945.
There were 228 alarms in the City of Rochester of which
there were 24 box alarms, 170 still alarms, 2 engineer's calls, 13
brush fires, 12 car fires, 3 ambulance calls, 3 out of town calls,
East Rochester having 18 calls and Gonic having 14 calls.
The estimated value of the buildings damaged by fire:
Value of buildings $137,450.01
Insurance on same 242,750.00
Losses paid 15,036.5'J
Value of contents 164,996.54
Insurance on same 125,575.00
Losses paid 10,099.06
At this time I wish to express my appreciation to His Honor,
the Mayor, members of the City Council, Committee on Fir:'
Department, members of the Board of Deputies, and members






REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
T(i the Honoiuble Mayor atid City Council of the City of Ro-
chester:
We hereby submit our report for the year ending December
31, 1945.









Two diphtheria clinics—99 attended.
One whooping cough clinic—53 attended.
Three tuberculosis clinics.
Two mental hygiene clinics.
Whole number of deaths, all causes, excluding still-
births 159
Number stillbirths 17
Number of deaths from cardio-renal disease causes . 61
Number of deaths from cancer 25
Number of deaths from tuberculosis 2
Death rate per 1,000 population 13%
Respectfully submitted,
NORMAN K. CHESLEY, M.D.,
FORREST L. KEAY, M.D.,
CHAJILES E. GOODWIN, Health Officer,
Board of Health.
REPORT OF OVERSEER OF POOR
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Ro-
chester:
The following- list shows the names and the amount of
direct relief furnished each applicant by the City of Rochester
for the year ending December 31, 1945:
Mrs. Clifford Bilodeau $372.00
Alice Brock 261.27
Edna Foss 192.00
Mrs. Frank Hoyt 192.00
Hattie Couture 200.00
Roger McAllister 270.50




Mrs. John Demeritt 20.00










Total amount for city poor $3,069.39




June and Ronald Deveau 471.35
Beatrice Hurd 180.00
Dorothy Howard 240.00
Sarah A. Rogers 72.72
Bonita Brazeau 60.00
Total amount $1,361.05






Total amount for soldier's aid 198.20
Office administration, telephone and office supplies l,ir5.97
Total amount written $7,035.14
Amount received on direct relief
:
Grace Garland account $15.00
Martha Deveau 300.00
Brazeau account 20.75
Margaret Holt account 82.70
Telephone calls 2.65
Total $421.10
Net amount written for direct relief $6,614.04
Amount appropriated for direct relief 9,100.00
Unexpended balance direct relief $2,485.96
Amount paid for 25% of Old Age Assistance $11,461.63
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Net amount paid for Old Age Assistance $11,023.50
Amount appropriated for Old Age As-
sistance $12,000.00
Unexpended balance Old Age Assistance $976.50
Total unexpended balance $3,462.46
Respectfully submitted,
FORREST L. KEAY, M.D.,
Overseer of Poor.
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AUDITOR'S REPORT
This is to certify that the accounts of the City of Rochester,
for the year 1945, including the accounts of the School Depart-
ment, the Student Activity, and the Cafeteria Account, have been
examined and approved.
J. S. TRIPP,
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ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES
































To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen : At a meeting- of the trustees of the Rochester
Public Library December 27, 1945, it was voted that the re-
ports of the secretary, librarian and treasurer be presented to






To the Board of Trustees of the Rochester Public Library:
'Gentlemen: The report of the librarian showing the work
of the library for the year 1945 is herewith presented, this be-
ing the fifty-second annual report of the Rochester Public Li-
brary.
At the year's beginning the plans for the work ahead were
still in the formative state when the staff, reading public and
community were saddened by the death, on January fifteenth,
of Miss Parshley, the first and only librarian that Rochester
has ever had. With a full awareness of the responsibilities
placed upon her, a natural ability for her undertaking and an
interest in all that pertained to the library profession, she or-
ganized and administered the activities of the library for fifty-
two years and left as a memorial, an institution of which she
and the citizens of Rochester were justly proud.
A TRIBUTE
As we go along through life it is sometimes our good for-
tune to know intimately some persons, who, by their devotion to
duty, their adherence to the demands of their job, their unsel-
fish consecration to an ideal, stand forth as beacons amid the
turmoil and conflicting currents of life.
Such a person was Lillian E. Parshley, who in the infinite
goodness of an all kind and merciful Providence, was taken from
this life on Monday, January 15th, 1945.
She had been the librarian and principal executive officer
of the Rochester Public Library since the institution was or-
ganized in 1893. She had seen the library grow under her di-
rection, from a weak and feeble start with only slightly more
than two thousand volumes, to a strong, modern, well equipped
library of more than forty thousand volumes.
Since her appointment as librarian late in 1893 until the
day of her death, the library was the paramount interest in her
life. No task was too great, no detail too humble to warrant
her painstaking care and supervision. Through days of strength,
in the prime of life, and in the last few years, through months
of illness and failing strength, she gave herself unreservedly and
devotedly. It was her ideal, that as the library grew it should
serve all the various literary needs of its patrons, and become in
the truest sense an effective influence in the cultural life of the
community.
How shall we value a life such as hers?
The truest evaluation is most often represented by in-
tangible values, which are brought to their fullest consumma-
tion only as the years go on, and her influence, and the influ-
ence of the institution which she so largely built, is reflected in
the lives of those who have participated in its advantages.
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Resolved:
That we, the Trustees of the Rochester Public
Library, regret the loss which the intellectual and cul-
tural interests of the city have sustained in the death
of Miss Parshley; that we express our sense of sorrow
and personal loss in the passing of one who has been
a friend, and a source of help and inspiration to so
many patrons of the library.
Resolved
:
That the secretary be instructed to place a copy of
the foregoing upon our records; to transmit a copy to
Miss Parshley's relatives; and to have same printed in






CHARLES W. VARNEY, JR.,
J. STACY TRIPP,
Trustees
With such a loss it was with heavy hearts that the work of
the library was resumed and real accomplishment seemed al-
most impossible. The staff rallied to the prime interest, service
to the patrons, and with the appointment of a succeeding li-
brarian, three members of the regular staff assumed new duties.
Miss Baril as assistant librarian is in charge of circulation and
cataloguing; Mrs. Scott in charge of Branch libraries and files
and assisting Miss Baril at the circulation desk; Mrs. Davis in
charge of periodicals and assisting in a general capacity. Mrs.
Evans continued as children's librarian and is assisted by Miss
Seavey who works part time. In June Mrs. Berry was added
to the staff and it is unfortunate that she works only four hours
daily for she is proving to be a valuable worker. Mrs. Gove
assisted for two months during the vacation period and her
services were much appreciated.
The first undertaking of the new year was a re-registration
of patrons which kept every staff member at the counter. More
than five hundred registered during the first five days. Three
registrations have been taken since the library opened and the
last, in 1929, had reached the unwieldy number of 9,247 and
hence many inactive card holders. It was disclosed on looking
over the first registration begun January 22, 1894, that of the
first hundred registered forty are still among our readers and
thus the first allotments in our new registration were made, and
Mrs. Nellie McDuffee whose father was one of the organizing
trustees was given card number one. For the year 2,250 have
registered.
The next major problem seemed to be the card catalogue.
The cards, always done in hand writing, are now being typed,
making a plainer entry, a more detailed subject treatment but
making, too, a confusing assortment of cards during the transi-
tion period. That period will of necessity be of long duration.
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It is estimated that a single book requires an average of four
entries, thus the 40,000 volumes necessitate the typing of ap-
proximately 160,000 cards. A sizable task and ably under-
taken by Miss Baril with some assistance from Mrs. Berry. It
will be a great convenience to the catalogue user.
Book selection this year has required much time and care-
ful thought. The horrors of war flavor all our current litera-
ture. The facts of our non-fiction books can be tolerated but the
boldness of novels offends the average reader. Our selection is,
for the most part, dictated by public demand, so we welcome
your inquiries. We endeavor to anticipate demand and yet buy
those books which give promise of enduring. The trend of
popularity is made clear to us when we glance through "Fifty
Years of Best Sellers" by Alice Hackett. Prior to 1917 the only
best sellers listed were novels and most of those of the cream
puff varity. The trend then started toward the more worth-
while; "The Education of Henry Adams," "The Life of Christ,"
and on reaching 1944 we find "Yankee from Olympus" ranking
high in non-fiction and the notorious "Forever Amber" down to
fourth position in fiction. So we believe our real demand is for
quality but the lighter stories are purchased for the recreation
of the tired war worker, relieved of his long hours of work for
the first time since Pearl Harbor.
And we have a reconversion problem. Every library has
one because its patrons have one. The community is reconvert-
ing industrially and must of necessity reconvert psychologically.
That is the task to which the library can contribute, have ma-
terial available to aid the returning veteran in finding life again
woith while. Too, have books and pamphlets suggesting courses
of study or trades, or plans for the new home for the re-
united family. And lastly to collect all materials relating to
the war into a valuable historical collection for future genera-
tions.
A decrease in circulation is always a regrettable report for
librarians and such is the result in most libraries this year. We
realize that people do not' read books when their nation's tem-
perature is in the fever degree. The combined shock of Ger-
many's defeat and the President's death kept the reader listen-
ing to the radio and absorbed in the latest newsprint. Then
with the electrifying news of Japan's surrender our library week
hit a new low of 905 books circulated; war books which had been
so engrossing were shunned by all and instead of their promi-
nent positions on the top shelves were pushed along to the bot-
tom shelves. Then the nearby defense plants began to release
the war worker and we anticipated a rise in circulation but the
loved one returned to the home and there were not hours enough
in the day to devote to him and read too. If books were read
these families now owned many of them. The increasingly high
wages paid the worker enabled him to buy books which were
previously denied the lower bracket worker. The numerous
book clubs are flourishing as never before and book sales soar.
So—what if the circulation is 2,000 lower, we i-ejoice with the
happy families and don't want another depression to be the
cause of our circulation reaching the 105,000 mark.
The children's room has maintained a steady popularity
even without the summer I'oading contest. Book Week was es-
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pecially observed in that room, 136 new books were on display
and at the week's end were placed in circulation, 62 children re-
turning for the particular title which they had told .Mrs. Evans
they most wanted to read. Special Book Week book marks also
delighted the young readers. The new books in this department
have not reflected the war influence and have been most at-
tractive.
The use of the library by the Rochester teachers is down
to the dwindling figure of 118 circulated. At the beginning of
the school year one hundred lists of titles of basic reference
books were mimeographed and through the cooperation of Mr.
Rand were distributed to each teacher. That list was prefaced
with an invitation to visit the library and so become better ac-
quainted with its resources. The librarian and assistants are
ever ready to help students and teachers if needed.
We have curtailed expenditures in some departments; in
the purchase of reference books because of research experts be-
ing employed in government fields and such books not in re-
vised editions; in binding of books and magazines because of
prices increased by .05 to .25 a single volume; in the purchase of
necessary equipment because of shortage of good materials and
high prices. All these curtailments mean added expenditures
in the coming year.
The gifts for the year have been interesting and helpful,
all valuable additions to the library. The Rochester Courier,
Rochester Observer, Foster's Daily Democrat and Manchester
Union have been most generous with space in their papers with
no charge. This is especially commendable with the rationing
of paper and newsprint. The Rochester office of the Northern
New England Conference, through the kindness of their public
spirited director Mr. Aldridge, mimeographed three hundred
sheets of book lists with no charge and the Rochester Woman's
Club added the Sunday issue of the New York Times to their
annual gift of the daily issues. All the gifts were worthy of
individual mention but for reasons of economy the list is
omitted. The number of gifts received will be found at the
end of the statistical report and the name list is on file at the
library should anyone wish to see it. We thank each and every
donor.
In many hours of overtime, in the forenoon when th^ li-
brary is not open to the public, 2,489 bound magazines were
transferred from a very dirty basement stack room too near
the coal burning furnace to a well lighted and clean annex stack
room. In addition those volumes were arranged alphabetically
and chronologically. Miss Baril and Mrs. Scott assisted un-
counted hours at this strenuous task and with no remuneration,
when workers in other places were being paid on a much higher
scale and with time and a half for overtime. Am sure the pa-
trons will appreciate the increased efficiency in the service to
them when this material is consulted.
Thus the routine work of the year, with many additional
projects, was accomplished. But only made possible by each and
every staff member cooperating wholeheartedly and assuming
their share of responsibility. I wish at this time to thank them
publicly. Also thank the citizens of Rochester for their gen-
erous support of the library, the reading public for their friendly
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interest and the Mayor and Trustees for their professional un-








STATISTICAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1945
Population served (1940 census) 12,012
Number of days open during the year 296
Closed all legal holidays and Sundays.
Hours of opening:
Week-days, 2:00 to 8:00 P. M., excepting Satur-
urdays, 2:00 to 9:00 P. M.
Books




By binding periodicals 2




Lost or destroyed by patrons 8
Destroyed by fire at Bradford Inn . 7
Lost at Gonic Branch 6
Destroyed at East Rochester Branch 1
Total withdrawals 65
Books in library January 1, 1946





Library subscriptions placed for 1945 58
Gift and complimentary subscriptions 63
Total periodicals for year
Registration
:




From the main library:
Adult 43,054
Children's 16,923
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Through East Rochester branch 1,679
Through Gonic branch 2,657
Total through branches
Total circulation for year
Circulation per capita ;





Juvenile 13,754 486 1,939





Sociology 674 6 6
Philology 26
Science 510 14
Useful Arts 897 4 5
Fine Arts 821 3 8
Literature 929 5 6
History 2,848 25 32
Total 59,977 1,679 2,657
Number of books, periodicals and pamphlets charged
for use in the library
Number of volumes issued to teachers for school w^ork
Number of volumes used by students for required
reading
Readers












Selected and prepared for branch libraries ....
Notices sent for overdue books
Books sent for by messenger
Referred to City Solicitor for collecting
Books and pamphlets borrowed from State Library .
Reserve postals sent






































Volumes transferred to basement 442
Volumes transferred from front basement to annex
basement, filed alphabetically and chronologically 2,489
Lists sent to schools 100
Catalogue cards made or revised (approximately) . . 2,700
Gifts
81 volumes, 101 pamphlets, 31 periodicals, 63 subscriptions, 4
maps, 5 pictures, 1 photograph, 3 curios, flowers and print-
ing.
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1945
Amount of money on hand January Ij 1945 $18.68
Received from Rochester Woman's Club 17.00
Received from fines and other sources 1,033.25
$1,068.93
Turned over to city treasurer $1,043.40







John McDuifee Annex Fund $5,000.00
Samuel D. Felker Fund 5,000.00
Charles and Aroline Greenfield Fund 5,000.00
John Greenfield Fund 5,000.00
John Hanscam Fund 5,000.00
Jennie Farrington Annex Fund 1,000.00
Sarah E. Varney Fund 1,000.00
Olive Maria Woodward Fund 199.42
$27,199.42
PUBLIC LIBRARY RECEIPTS
Balance January 1, 1945 $332.42
City of Rochester, appropriation 9,950.00
Interest on invested funds 540.00






Printing, supplies, incidentals 347.05
Furniture and repairs 111.82
Lighting and supplies 276.84
Telephone 38.05
Insurance 42.92
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Fuel 242.10
Expenses of Gonic Branch 190.00
Salaries 7,586.18




I have examined the i-eceipts and expenditures of the finan-
cial reports of the librarian, E. Velma Foss, and the treasurer,
Frank E. Hussey. I find them correctly cast and properly
vouched.
J. STACY TRIPP,
Secretary of the Board of Trustees.
Rochester, N. H., December 27, 1945.
Annual Report of the
SCHOOL BOARD OF THE CITY OF
ROCHESTER
For the Year Ending December 31, 1945
School Board—City of Rochester
As Organized for 1945
Chairman, Hon. C. Wesley Lyons
Ward One—Joseph P. Heme, Ralph H. Harrison.
Ward Two—John McDuflFee, A. Clifford Mortimer.
Ward Three—Alfred J. Ruel, Sumner W. Watson.
Ward Four—Leo E. Beaudoin, Richard Larochelle.
Ward Five—Robert D. Marsh, Victor Cardosi.
Ward Six—Charles P. Daley, Norman J. Raitt.
STANDING COMMITTEES, 1945
Finance—Mayor, McDuffee, Watson.
Teachers and Salaries—Daley, McDuffee, Cardosi, Heme, Beau-
doin.
Studies, Textbooks and Supplies—Mortimer, Daley, Larochelle.
Schoolhoiises and Grounds—Marsh, Raitt, Harrison.
Transportation—Heme, Marsh, Ruel.
Vocational Training—Cardosi, Mortimer, Harrison.
School Board—City of Rochester
As Organized for 1946
Chairman, Hon. C. Wesley Lyons
Ward O/u—Ralph H. Harrison, Robert P. Wilson.
Ward Two—A. Clifford Mortimer, Bernard Grassie.
Ward Three—Sumner W. Watson, Eugene Cartier.
Ward Four—Richard Larochelle, Leo E. Beaudoin.
Ward Five—Victor Cardosi, Robert D. Marsh.
Ward Six—Norman J. Raitt, Charles P. Daley.
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STANDING COMMITTEES, 1946
Finance—Mayor, Watson, Marsh.
Teachers and Salaries—Daley, Cardosi, Mortimer, Beaudoin,
Wilson.
Studies, Textbooks and Supplies—Mortimer, Daley, Larochelle.
Schoolhouses and Grounds—Marsh, Raitt, Harrison.
Tra)ispo)tatio7i—Cardosi, Grassie, Beaudoin.
Vocational Training—Raitt, Harrison, Cartier.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS AND
SECRETARY TO THE BOARD
Harold T. Rand
Office at City Building-, Office Hours: 4:00 to 5:00 P. M.
on school days. Residence, 3 Brook Street.
SECRETARY TO THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Myrtle L. Cheney






To the Rochester School Board:
I hereby submit my third annual report as superintendent
of the Rochester schools. In it I have attempted to include such
matters concerning the conduct of the Rochester schools as seem
to be of general public interest. Appended are the reports of
the headmaster of Spaulding High School and the school nurse.
EDUCATIONAL POLICY
A responsibility to our city and to our country demands that
we offer an educational opportunity that will establish in our
youth a firm basis for individual success in wisely chosen voca-
tions and insure the development in them of attitudes charac-
teristic of the good citizen. In working toward the latter of
these objectives we must, in view of the history of the past quar-
ter of a century, realize the necessity of creating common bonds
of understanding a-mong all young people preparing them for
citizenship in a larger world. Only thus can a repetition of past
mistakes which may well lead to an all destroying world conflict
be avoided.
In the period of transition from war to peace in which we
find ourselves it would be unwise to be specific as to the various
means which will be used to implement the broad policy which
has been outlined. It is better that we retain open minds and,
employing reasonable foresight and judgment, adapt our school
procedure and offerings to changing conditions as they become
clearly defined.
It is possible, however, for us to be quite sure that certain
significant educational trends apparent before the war, will
continue in the post-war period. The growth of the secondary
school seems destined to continue until all of our children will
remain in school through the twelfth grade. At least two years
of post secondary education, which is vocational in nature, is
predictable. The extension of adult education, including train-
ing leading to United States citizenship for aliens, most cer-
tainly can be foreseen. Also the trend toward providing work
experience in vocational subjects as a practical and valuable part
of the secondary school program will undoubtedly continue.
It should be noted that conformity to these trends implies
an extension of federal and state aid to local communities for
educational purposes. Even though we may, on the grounds of
principle, disapprove such aid there is little doubt but that the
broad view, which vests in the nation rather than in the com-
munity the responsibility for the equalization of educational op-
portunity, will prevail.
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SCHOOL PERSONNEL
As anticipated, the beginning of the first post-war year in
the Rochester schools showed a marked increase in enrolhnent
at Spaulding High School where more pupils reported than in
any year since Pearl Harbor. Elementary enrollments on the
same day showed a noticeable decrease from the previous year.








There were ten changes in the Spaulding High School teach-
ing staff during 1945 and four in the elementary staff. The po-
sition of supervisor of music was twice vacant during the year.
According to the information which we have at hand only three
of the teachers who left our service did so with the purpose of
accepting other teaching positions. It is our hope that the end
of the war will reduce faculty changes to a normal number. Al-
ready candidates for positions in the high school are relatively
numerous, but the teacher shortage in the elementary field seems
destined to continue for four or five years.
A list of teachers who have left the Rochester system since





Teachers who have entei'ed the Rochester system
;
John F. McGrail High
Florence Emerson High
Mildred M. Flynn High





Jeannette Nixon School St.
Elsie M. King Gonic
Janet B. Jacobs High
Patricia Little High
Barbara A. M. Boudreau
School St.
Linda Allen Gonic




Physical Education for Boys
March 26
Physical Education for Girls
April 10 English
September 5 Jr. High Sci.
September 5 Machine Shop






















It is gratifying to note that at the last session of the state
legislature a teachers' retii-ement act was passed which makes
reasonable provision for a retirement income for New Hamp-
shire teachers. All but a very few Rochester teachers have
taken advantage of the act.
One change in the Spaulding High School cafeteria staff
and one addition to it was made during the year. Mrs. Pearl
Robbins replaced Mrs. Edna Dame, who resigned her position,
and Miss Norma Mooney is an added member of the staff.
The man-power shortage necessitated that the staff of jani-
tors at Spaulding High School remain incomplete for most of
the year ; however, the end of the war brought a number of sat-
isfactory applicants which made possible the employment of a
full complement by the end of the year. During the year James
Flood, for many years an able member of the staff, and Walter
King, who served in the capacity of night watchman, resigned to
accept other positions; also, Clifford Keay relinquished his po-
sition for reason of ill health. Mr. John Nixon was elected to
fill the position left vacant by Mr. Keay's resignation; Eli Le-
Clerc and Gideon Marcoux were appointed, on a trial basis, to
fill the positions vacated by Mr. Flood and Mr. King. Mr.
Leonel Spiller was employed as a substitute janitor at Allen
School to fill the place of Robert Blair, whose death occurred
during the year.
ADMINISTRATION
In so far as is possible in the administration of the Rochester
schools it has been my purpose to follow a democratic procedure.
Although the unwieldiness of the purely democratic method pre-
sents limitations in its use, the participation by the members
of the teaching staff in the solution of administrative problems,
and in the arriving at decisions in the matter of textbook se-
lections and curricula changes, is encouraged whenever possible.
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In the elementary schools two divisions of teachers have been
set up; an elementary jyroup and a primary group for the con-
sideration of problems in their special areas of work. At
Spaulding High School, where the major supervisory responsi-
bility is delegated to the headmaster, a Teachers' Council has
been established by him as an advisory body to assist in the
general administration of the school.
The building principals of the five elementary schools hold
positions of importance in our administrative organization. The
tone of the school, the spirit of the children as a group, as well
as the usual details of school routine, are to a great extent, de-
pendent upon their competence. Rochester is quite fortunate in
having an able group of elementary building principals.
Detailed regulations for the, administration of the Rochester
schools are included in the published "School Board Regulations."
No general revision of the regulations has been undertaken since
1935 although numerous important changes have been made
since that time. It is my recommendation that during the cur-
rent year a new revised edition of the "School Board Regula-
tions" be published.
An administrative change which would do much toward the
improving of the subject matter offering at Spaulding High
School warrants our attention. I refer to the matter of the ap-
pointment of department heads in the various subject fields. Al-
though provision was made for their compensation in the orig-
inal salary schedule and in its revision, no action has as yet been
taken in the matter beyond the election of the submaster as
"Submaster and Head of the Industrial Arts Department." The
most superficial consideration of the existing condition in which
the headmaster must perform the duties of a department head in
English, foreign languages, the Social Studies, mathematics and
science, commerce, and home economics, must lead us to the con-
clusion that his task is rather an impossible one. The appoint-
ment of department heads in at least three of these fields would
assure the organization of the subject matter in a way that
would achieve a desirable continuity and encourage a coordinated
effort on the part of department members toward the achieve-
ment of clearly defined objectives.
With the end of the war and a return to more normal times
vocational guidance will become increasingly important. The
present sellers' market in the labor field will change to a buyers'
market in which the well prepared and competent will get the
positions. In such a situation the individual boy or girl will
need expert advice in the choice of his vocation and in the steps
necessary to prepare for that vocation. While the establish-
ment of a Guidance office at Spaulding High School and the
freeing of Miss Helen Foss for one-half of the school day for
guidance work has marked a forward step, it is essential that
m.ore of her time be made available if adequate guidance serv-
ice is to be provided for all of the pupils in the school. It
might be noted here that the "Career Day" initiated and or-
ganized through Miss Foss' efforts during the spring of 1945 not
only met with the approval of the pupils concerned but gained
favorable state-wide attention for the school.
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CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
The curriculum at Spaulding High School for the 1945-1946
school year has remained unchanged from that of the previous
year except that, in the Commerce department, two years of
typewriting and two years of stenography are now being of-
fered. Those familiar with the weaknesses in stenography of
the usual high school graduate will recognize the value of this
modification.
Every effort has been made to insure that every pupil in
the high school is equipped with a text book which is in a sat-
isfactory condition. While in some cases publishers' shortages
prevented the procurement of books, our situation in this re-
spect is much improved over previous years.
In the primary grades the* provision of textbooks and other
materials for use with the basic reading system adopted during
1945 has been completed. Very satisfactory reports concern-
ing the effectiveness of the system have been received. A new
form of report card, using symbols which are more commonly
understood than those on the card formerly in use, has been in-
troduced.
Visual aids are playing an inci-easingly important part in
the teaching in all of our schools. The sound moving picture
machine has been extensively used in classes at Spaulding High
School and circulated on a definite schedule in the elementary
schools. An additional film strip machine for the exclusive use
of the elementary schools has been purchased; also a library of
film strips is being assembled for use with it. With their own
funds two of the elementary schools have purchased opaque
projectors. One has purchased a film strip machine and is ac-
cumulating its own library of films. It is our hope that ma-
terial which may be best conveyed through the medium of visual
aids will be so taught in the Rochester schools; and that our
program will be fully developed with this end in view.
In order to evaluate the work of the schools batteries of
standardized achievement tests, in addition to the usual tests in
spelling and handwriting, were given during the year in grades
two through eight. The results of these tests, if they can be
generalized, show satisfactory achievement in reading, vocabu-
lary, arithmetic, English, and literature, and unsatisfactory
achievement in spelling. A study, looking to the introduction
of a new spelling system, is being made in an effort to overcome
this weakness apparent throughout the system.
In order to provide for those children who are unadapted
to the usual work of the schools, the Committee on Studies,
Textbooks and Supplies has been assigned the duty of making
inquiry as to the feasibility of establishing so-called "special
classes" in the Rochester system, comparable to those in other
cities. This project, if it can be carried into effect, should re-
sult in an inestimable benefit to the children concerned and to
the community.
There are certain possible improvements in our curriculum
offerings to which our attention should be directed.
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Steps should be taken to restore the vocational department
at Spaulding High School to its former strength by reestab-
lishing the courses in related mathematics. These studies were
dropped during war-time because of a shortage of qualified
teachers in that field. We should also give consideration to the
great practical value to the individual pupil and to the com-
munity of adding a course in Distributive Education to the
Spaulding High School curriculum. The value of the course is
two-fold: (1) it provides for the pupil under the supervision of
an instructor or "coordinator" practical instruction and work
experience in the local stores, (2) also it offers to local merchants
the benefits of research concerning the most up-to-date methods
of merchandising and selling. Such courses, which are federally
aided, are being introduced in many cities in New Hampshire
after having proved their worth in other states.
ADULT EDUCATION
While it is our purpose to make extensive use of the Spauld-
ing High School plant, our ventures in the field of adult educa-
tion have not proved particularly successful. We have been
confronted with two difficulties, that of procuring instructors,
and that of attracting enough pupils to form classes of reason-
able size. In spite of an apparently well-conceived publicity
campaign resulting from cooperative action with the Community
Activities Association, only in the field of men's recreation have
we found qualified instructors and a sufficient demand to war-
rant the holding of classes. Following a return to more normal
times it is reasonable to expect that we may be more successful
in this field.
It is my suggestion that we seriously consider the advisabil-
ity of absorbing the costs resulting from the use of the school
plant in the adult education program, making the cost to the
participants only as much as is necessary for the salary of the
instructor.
Since there are many aliens in Rochester who should be
encouraged to become American citizens, a course in Citizenship
English should be included in our adult offering.
THE RETURNING VETERAN
We are keenly interested in helping the returning veteran
to make rapid adjustment to civilian life and to give him access
to the facilities of the Rochester schools. It has been our ex-
perience to date, however, that the high school is not the place
for the veteran. He is much too mature to enjoy association
with high school youth and only an (-vei'-supply of moral cour-
age will induce him to remain for long in high school classes.
Those veterans who have come to us with a desire to com-
plete secondary school work have had their previous high school
records and their army training carefully evaluated in accord-
ance with the regulations pertaining to the matter made by the
Rochester School Board and the State Board of Education. In
some cases this evaluation has meant that sufficient credits have
been accumulated to justify the immediate award of a diploma;
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in others, it has shown that only one or two courses needed to be
completed to fulfill the requirements for high school graduation.
Veterans, ineligible to receive Spaulding High School diplomas
since they were never members of the school, are provided for
by the State Board of Education. They are given so-called
"high school equivalence examinations," the successful comple-
tion of which entitles them to receive a certificate which is of
the same value as the usual high school diploma.
In any field in which we are equipped to offer instruction
and wherever a sufficient number of interested veterans warrant
'the forming of classes it should be done. At present, however,
the matters of individual vocational desires and vocational op-
portunities are not sufficiently clear to make practical the es-
tablishment of a training program of any assured value.
HEALTH
It is our hope that the lessons gained concerning the health
needs of the nation during the war will not soon be forgotten.
In any school program the health of the individual child must
be of paramount importance. In the schools of Rochester the
services rendered by the school nurse and the school doctor,
which are covered in detail in the appended report of the school
nurse, are of inestimable value. Careful attention is given in
the elementary grades to the development of proper health hab-
its. "Health" as a subject is a part of the curriculum in all
grades thi-ough the eighth and a complete program of physical
education is offered in all grades at Spaulding High School.
As an aid to the improvement of pupil health, milk is pro-
vided daily in all schools at a cost of two cents a bottle. Dur-
ing the cokf weather months a hot luncheon dish is offered to
pupils in the elementary schools at a nominal cost; also, low
cost, balanced meals are served throughout the school year at
the Spaulding High School cafeteria. This program is made
possible by a substantial federal subsidy. It should be noted
here that the cafeteria, under the able managership of Mrs.
Gertrude McClintock. has gained the reputation of being one of
the best in the state.
Thanks to the cooperation of the dentists of Rochester, the
dental clinic for under-privileged children has become a valu-
able part of the school health program.
THE PHYSICAL PLANT
Necessary repairs and improvements have been made in the
physical plant during the year. At the School Street School,
the boiler was retubed, the interior walls and ceilings redone,
and the floors freed of oil and sealed. The roof of the Maple
Street School was treated with roof-coating and certain interior
paint work was done. At Allen School the assembly room was
redone, the concrete apron around the building completed, and
the boiler reset. The exterior iron work and the interior trim
at Spaulding High School were repainted ; new front steps were
installed; the boiler which had been converted to coal during
the war was re-converted to oil, and the coal shed disposed of
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through sale. A lunch room was installed at the East Ro-
chester School. Minor repairs to all buildings were made where
necessary.
While some of our buildings may be classified as "old," all
have been brought into excellent condition by a program of re-
pair and improvement which has continued over a ten-year
period.
Within the next few years it will probably be necessary to
replace one, and perhaps two, of our buildings. However, be-
fore taking action in the matter, it would be well for us to rec-
ognize that we are in a period of high labor and material costs
and that postponement of building projects for a year or two
would undoubtedly result in a substantial saving to the tax-
payers of the city and would cause no real hardship to the school
personnel.
It has become the policy of the Rochester School Board
working through the Committee on Schoolhouses and Grounds to
encourage community use of the school facilities. The Maple
Street School gymnasium has been made available to the Com-
munity Activities' Association for use in its program of ac-
tivities for Rochester youth. The use of rooms in all of the
elementary buildings is extended to the same organization for
meetings of its Gra-Y Clubs. The softball diamond at the
Spaulding High School athletic field was opened to the Indus-
trial League for its softball games. "Teen Town," which was
left without a home following the sale of the buildinj!: in which
its activities were located, has been temporarily installed in the
Spaulding High School gymnasium. Spaulding High School
organizations wishing to invite the public to their dances have
been permitted to do so upon assurance by the Headmaster that
proper supervision would be maintained.
FINANCE
In the matter of school finance I can but repeat what ap-
peared in my annual report for 1944. We are in a period of
mounting costs fiffecting education as Avell as business and in-
dustry, and in education, as in business and industry, the higher
costs must be met if the standard of the service or product is to
be maintained at a normal level.
Any critical analysis of the increasing costs of education
in Rochester must, in fairness, take into consideration the in-
creases in such costs in similar communities in the state. Com-
narative figures on the per pupil cost of high school instruction
in several cities in the state for the 1944-45 year issued by the
State Board of Education follow:
COST OF HIGH SCHOOL INSTRUCTION, 1944-45












These are the only statistics on school costs for the 1944-45
school year available at the time that this report is written and
they concern only those items in the budget which apply directly
to instruction, such as teachers' salaries, textbooks, and pupils'
supplies. They do, however, give some basis for comparison of
Rochester school costs with those of other cities in the state.
As a measure to insure that tuition pupils share our in-
creased costs, the tuition rate in grades one through eight in the
Rochester schools has been increased to $64.75 a year and that
for grades nine through twelve to $95.00 a year.
It will be our continued endeavor to so handle the monies
made available for school purposes by the taxpayers of Ro-
chester that the maximum return in educational product will
result.
In concluding this report I should like to express my ap-
preciation to members of the Rochester School Board of 1945
for the interest and attention given to school needs and prob-
lems, and to the members of the School Department staflf for
the high degree of cooperation exhibited in working toward the




REPORT OF HEADMASTER OF
HIGH SCHOOL
February 2, 1946




I hereby submit my annual report as headmaster of Spauld-
ing High School.
ENROLLMENT
Again our enrollment surpasses that reported for the pre-
vious year as the accompanying table will show:
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SUBJECT ENROLLMENT
Our enrollment by classes has remained substantially the
same. We have a new course in Stenography and Typewriting







Advanced Mathematics and Trigonometry

















Physics • • •
Chemistry
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To comply with school board regulations and to increase
their efficiency in instruction, several teachers attended summer
school. Others are taking extension or Saturday morning
courses during the current school year.
Many of our teachers have extra-curricular duties. With-
out their wholehearted participation our program at Spaulding
High School would be very limited.
We had practice teachers from the University of New
Hampshire again this year. They practiced in the English,
Home Economics, History, and Physical Education departments.
ADMINISTRATION
A committee of teachers has been chosen from the staff to
act in an advisory capacity to the headmaster. They are Sub-
master Harold Hanson, Miss Florence Dame, Miss Violet Davis,
Miss Helen Foss, Mr. Wilfred Creteau, Mr. Theodore Lylis, and
Mr. Victor Smith. It is expected that the functioning of this
committee will afford teachers a representative voice in the
formulation of administrative policies.
The need of department heads to assist in coordinating and
unifying the work of the school is one of the immediate prob-
lems facing us. Other tonics needing discussion are the out-
lining of a program for Curriculum Revision and for the ex-
tension of our Guidance Service.
It has been suggested that we return General Mathematics
to the program and introduce a new curriculum in Distributive
Education. As can be seen from our subject enrollment the 156
students taking algebra constitute an excessive number since
many of these boys and girls would be better served by a course
in General Mathematics.
The course in Distributive Education, involving the work-
study plan, provides an excellent experience for many who will
finish their formal education with high school.
ATHLETICS
Director of Athletics Walter Mirey has increased consider-
ably the scope of his department by adding winter sports to the
regular program. Mr. Meacham coaches skiing and Mr. Wilbur
Fay, hockey. Both of these sports are welcome additions.
The Student Activity Association approved a budget to buy
uniforms and equipment for the hockey team in the event that
the school department would purchase lumber for the rink. By
cooperative effort the plan was carried through. In a relative-
ly short time the boys, under Mr. Fay's direction, built a hockey
rink on the Softball diamond. The encouragement of hockey in-
tramurals by Mr. McGrail, director of Physical Education, and
enthusiastic pupil participation in this sport give promise of
good hockey teams in the future.
Winter sports interest about twenty-five boys and girls.
This type of activity should be encouraged as it has an excel-
lent carry-over into adult life.
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In football we had varsity and junior varsity squads total-
ing seventy boys. Mr. Fay assisted Mr. Mirey with the var-
sity, and Assistant Coach McGrail was in charge of the junior
varsity with Mr. Mooney as his assistant.
We have two basketball squads, a freshman-sophomore
group and a varsity group. In addition to our varsity schedule,
games are being arran.yed for the freshman-sophomore group.
John Douglas, '45, is assisting Mr. Mirey with the latter squad.
We held several track meets last May and June. Mr. Lylis
and Mr. Mooney were in charge of this sport in which many
boys participated. Interest is growing and we hope to see a
larger squad this year.
Mrs. Emerson has been coaching a group of girls in bas-
ketball this year and several games have been scheduled and
played. This type of schedule is known as "informal" as it is
not a part of the Student Activity program.
An important feature of all athletic contests is the par-
ticipation of the cheer-leaders. Miss McNamara has been very
active in promoting this necessary and worthwhile activity. She
now dii-ects groups of both jvmior and senior cheer-leaders.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Director John McGrail and his assistant, Mrs. Florence
Emerson, are planning a physical education demonstration to be
held in the spring of 1946. It is hoped that many of the classes
will participate.
At present intramurals play a large part in our extra school
activities. The games are played immediately after the seventh
period and before varsity practices. These contests are held
for both boys and girls. There is considerable interest and en-
thusiasm evidenced during these free play periods.
To increase the physical fitness of all participants physical
exercises are practiced and games are played during the class
periods.
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
In addition to the teachers' names listed as assistants in the
athletic program we have the following activities carried on
under teacher guidance:
Dramatic Club, Miss Marion Dow
Red and White, Miss Edith Kelley and Mrs. Irene Wight
Athenian Club, Mrs. Edythe Piper
Debate Club, Mrs. Irene Wight
Projection Club, Mr. Harold Hanson
Boy Scout Merit Badge, Mr. Benjamin Mooney
Service Clubs:
Torch Club, Mr. Theodore Lylis
Hi-Y, Mr. Walter Mirey
Senior Tri-Hi-Y, Miss Helen Foss
Junior Tri-Hi-Y, Mrs. Eva Stevenson
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We Tt o Tri-Iii-Y, Miss Barbara French and
Miss Patricia Halliday
Student Activity Association, Mr. Harold Hanson
Junior High Student Council, Mr. John Cotton
NationaT Honor Society, Mrs. Beatrice Cornish
Press Club, Miss Alice Goodwin
Freshman-Sophomore Dancing- Club, Miss Vii'g-inia McNamara
Senior Class Advisers, Mrs. Lola Springfield,
Miss Frances Bailey
Junior Class Advisers, Miss Helen Foss, Mr. Wilbur Fay
Sophomore Class Advisers, Miss Violet Davis,
Mr. Wilfred Creteau
Freshman Class Advisers, Miss Virginia McNamara,
Mr. John McGrail
BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT
By constant work of the janitors the building is being kept
clean and in good condition. Pupils, on the whole, appreciate
our school plant and help to keep it a beautiful place in which
to live and learn. This is our sixth year in the building and
from the daily use of about nine hundred pupils certain parts
are beginning to show wear, especially the stair treads, toilet
rooms, table tops, and desk tops. Also, the roofs are leaking
again this year as the result of a heavy accumulation of ice on
the eaves.
CAFETERIA
Our cafeteria continues to have heavy pupil patronage. We
have served as many as 879 pupils and as many as 743 hot
plates during one noon period of two hours' duration. As our
pupil enrollment is around 930, on these days very few went
home to lunch. Our usual attendance is about 750. Cafteria
Manager Gertrude McClintock has five women assistants as well
as a large corps of pupils helping in various capacities.
Because of the government subsidy we can serve well-
balanced luncheons very inexpensively.
A financial report (1944-45) for the cafeteria is appended.
Among the items listed it will be noted that we have started a
depreciation fund to be used for eventual replacement of our
equipment.
SCHOLARSHIP
At the half year a study of the honor roll shows the fol-
Jowing percentages from each of the classes to be above aver-
age in scholastic attainment:





Much can be said concerning the values of extra-curricular
activities and much can be seen by the public. Scholarship is
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much more difficult to see and show. Our school is established
and maintained with the prime purpose of teaching citizenship
and preparing our boys and girls for their life work through the
medium of various school subjects. The majority of our pupils
are of average mentality, a condition which is as it should be.
The above table lists those students who have acquired under-
standings above the average level of attainment and is based
entirely on scholastic ability. Along with the development of
this ability we try to inculcate strength of character, a spirit of
cooperation, and a sense of responsibility for the common good;
and yet these are the intangibles which cannot be measured until
life has been lived and school long finished.
These ends, good scholarship and worthy citizenship, can
only come through the work of excellent teachers. I believe that
Spaulding High School compares very favorably with other
schools in this respect.
GRADUATES
For the class of 1945 we have the following data as to their
present occupations:
University of New Hampshire 11
Keene Teachers' College 3







New Hampton Preparatory School
Elliot Hospital
Missionary School . a
Lasalle Junior College
Mcintosh Business College
Becker College of Business
Mount Ida Junior College
Traphagen School of Fashion
Hesser Business School
N. H. Memorial Hospital
Twenty-nine have joined the armed forces; seven are work-
ing in the local factories; eleven in the stores; eight in offices;
seven are married; and eighteen are either at home or engaged
in various other occupations.
CONCLUSION
Teaching in Spaulding High School is an enviable experi-
ence. I am sure the teachers join me in thanking you and
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SrAULDING HIGH SCHOOL CAFETERIA





Inventory September, 1944 $666.15
Purchases 16,817.27
$17,483.42













Net Loss before Depreciation $1,498.48
Depreciation Charged 600.00
Loss for the Period $2,098.48
'Net Worth September, 1944 3,962.93






Assets in Sinking Fund Reserve Account . $600.00
October 4, 1945
I have audited the foregoing account of the Spaulding High






September, 1944, to June, 1945
RECEIPTS
Balance on checking- account, September $1,944.13
Balance on savings account, Sentember 416.91
Sinking Fund 4,122.34





Class of 1944 103.20
Debating and Music 393.79
Class of 1945 518.42
Class of 1946 398.27
Class of 1947 164.39
Class of 1948 351.72
Class of 1949 99.90
Class of 1950 121.26









Class of 1944 103.20
Music and Debating 219.09
Class of 1945 989.45
Class of 1946 222.82
Class of 1947 29.97
Class of 1948 187.73




Change and stamps 2,567.26
Balance on checking account, June 4,300.97
Balance on savings account, June 416.91
$16,140.57
November 6, 1945
I have audited the foregoing account of the Student Activ-
ity funds for the period from September, 1944, to June, 1945,
and I believe this to be a correct statement.
J. S. TRIPP,
City Accountant.
REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
To the Superhitendent of Schools:
I herewith submit my report as School Nurse for the year
of 1945.
Routine health services were carried out in connection with
my weekly visits to the schools. Physical inspections and vision
tests were made, the grade school children were weighed and
measured three times during the school year, and cases reported
by the teachers were investigated. Class room inspections were
made to control the spread of skin diseases and pediculi. Con-
siderable time was spent in the follow up work connected with
the audiometer tests given in the fall of 1944. Dr. N. K. Ches-
ley has examined the pupils of grades seven and nine and some
of the pupils of grades one and four. This work is not yet com-
pleted but will be taken care of in the near future. Defects
found at the time of the doctor's inspection have been reported
and corrections are being made.
Contagious diseases have been at a minimum during 1945.
The major cause of school absences is still the common cold. The
city suffered a slight scarlet fever epidemic during the latter
part of the year but school children were only slightly affected.
Several surrounding communities have reported cases of diph-
theria during the past year and the State Board of Health has
asked the schools of New Hampshire to sponsor a diphtheria
immunization clinic in the first four grades. Plans are being-
made for such a clinic.
An Orthopedic Diagnostic Clinic, under the direction of the
State Board of Health, was held five times during the year.
Drs. Ezra Jones and Carl Friborg of Manchester were the at-
tending physicians. The children are examined at the clinic
and the treatments recommended are carried out at the Ortho-
pedic Physiotherapy Clinic which is held twice a month at the
Spaulding High School.
The Rochester Dental Clinic is operating on a small scale.
The local dentists work one-half day a year either at their of-
fices or at the Spaulding High School. The corrective work is
limited due to the shortage of working hours but it is hoped that
there will be an opportunity to care for more children in the
near future. It is gratifying to see the results of the work
which has been accomplished during the few years that the
clinic has been operating.
The Red Cross Motor Corps deserves much credit and
thanks for transporting the children to the various clinics. I
would, also, like to thank the Kiwanis Club for their generosity
in financing the correction of defects found in the under-privi-
leged children.
I want, Mr. Rand, to thank you and the teachers for the
cooperation I have received during the year of 1945.
Respectfully submitted,
NORA C. SCAHILL, R. N.,
School Nurse.
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Cecil J. Hall 78
Forrest R. Otis 85
Edwin Pray 27
Norman J. Raitt 50
Harvey Warburton 95







and Ten Rod Roads














Pupils transported from East Rochester by bus to attend
Holy Rosary School
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Printing and office supplies $264.18
Attendance officer 650.00




















Library and reference books 324.71
Nurse's salary 1,781.80
Medical supplies and services 341.71
Transportation 12,813.20













September 4 to December 13 15 weeks 15 weeks
2 weeks' vacation
December 30 to February 14 7 7
1 week's vacation
February 24 to April 18 8 8
1 week's vacation
April 28 to June 13 7
April 28 to June 20 8
37 weeks 38 weeks
NO SCHOOL SIGNAL
Twenty-two repeated once will be the signal for no school.
When sounded at 7:05 and 7:45 all schools will be closed for the
day. When sounded at 11:15 pupils will be dismissed at the
usual morning closing hour for the rest of the day. The same
sitinals will be sounded at Gonic and at East Rochester, and, in
the morning only, at the Spaulding Fibi-e Company, North
Rochester.
IN MEMORIAM
Robert Blair, December 13, 1945. Age 37 years, months.
Served as janitor of the Allen School from April, 1938, to No-
vember 13, 1945.
GRADUATION EXERCISES
CLASS OF 1945, SPAULDING HIGH SCHOOL
Spaulding High School Auditorium
Thursday, June 21, 1945
at 8:00 P. M.
Rochester, New Hampshire
PROGRAM







—"In a Monastery. Garden" Albert W. Ketelbey
High School Girls' Glee Club
Address






Headmaster John M. Cotton
Selection
—"Deep River" Negro Spiritual
High School Girls' Glee Club
Presentation of Diplomas
Mayor C. Wesley Lyons







































































































Member of the Armed Forces.
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Rutstein, Janet Tilton, Margaret Mentiply
Tompson, Calvin Hunter
Sanborn, Christine Louise Turcotte, Rita Muriel
* Sanborn, Harold Coffin
Sanborn, Pauline Joyce VanBuskirk, Lawrence Harry
Scott, Wemyss Ballintine, Jr. Varney, Sheldon Shaw
Seavey Arline Juliet Wallace, Stephen Oliver
Stahl, Beatrice Florence Watson, Scott
^'Stevens, Roy Albert Weare, Madelyn Annette
Stevenson, Joyce Elaine Wentworth, Jane Gail
Sweet, Lyle Wolcott Winkley, Marilyn Rose
Sweet, Virginia Morgan Witham, Shirley Genevieve Ball
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Peter Frank . .
William Charles
Jacquelyne L'raine
Donna May . .
.



































































3 Leopold F. Sigouin . . 28
4 Rene J. Maxfield 32
1 Vincent A. Tanner ... 31
2 Rene A. Belair 22
1 Juliaume W. Chenard 33
2 William J. Daly 33
1 Roland Sylvain 29
1 Maurice E. Valley 20
1 George E. Nutter 21
1 Wallace J. Dugan ... 19
3 Harry W. Hutchins . . 35
3 Bernard C. Smith 35
3 Clarence B. Locke ... 46
5 Charles W. Goudreault 44
2 William E. Hayler ... 30
1 Robert W. Mortimer . 23
1 Ernest Boulanger .... 21
3 Ephraim J. Savoie ... 43
3 Rufus W. Bly 26
1 Clyde F. Stetson. Jr. 28
4 William R. Kenyon . . 29
5 Maynard C. Tibbetts . 37
3 Richard J. Ashline ... 33
1 Lester A. Wiggin, Jr. 21
8 William L. Thomas . . 50
2 Lawrence E. Stevens . 28
2 Arthur J. Drapeau ... 26
5 John E. Smith 33
2 George F. Wagner, Jr. 30
1 Eugene Yan 22
3 Edward E. Dame 32
7 Ralph W. Canney 48
8 Ralph W. Canney 48
1 Theodore F. Gauthier . 22
1 John E. Rennebu 19
4 Lester B. Waterhouse . 44
5 Alphonse O. Boucher . 40
1 Forrest D. Goodwin . . 34
4 Ivory L. Young 41
2 Ralph B. Woodes 25
2 Arthur J. St. John ... 30
2 Bradbury F. Lord ... 39
2 Raymond J. Connelly . 29
3 Paul A. Dubois 26
Yvette M. Joyal 21
Anita E. Companion . 24
Ruth M. Ramsey 33
Elaine J. Ricker 21
Flora Monfette 30
Lucille G. McComb . . 25
Frances L. Spicer .... 24
Dorothy LaFay 18
Florence A. Lover ... 21
Dorothy L. O'Leary . . 20
Vivian C. Towle 32
Elizabeth A. Villanova 30
Eva May Clow 39
Eva Renaud 46
Mary M. Ospreay .... 30
Jacqueline V. Cossette 20
Rita G. Goulet 20
Cecile Desmarais .... 33
Elsie A. Tuttle 37
Jeanne C. Colby 26
Doris C. Emmond .... 28
Marguerite Greenwood 31
Ma.xine E. Colby .... 33
Audrey E. Drew 24
Eleanor B. Tirrell ... 36
Katherine E. Freeman 24
Alexina M. Lamie ... 26
Esther T. Souza 22
Lucille T. Ferland ... 25
Ernestine M. Furlong 16
Hazel G. Home 30
Ethel M. Hayes 42
Ethel M. Hayes 42
Theresa M. Plante ... 17
Barbara M. Spurting . 18
Ethel C. Pike 29
Ada M. Trueworthy . 39
Edna M. Bloom 33
Ellen R. Tuttle 35
Doris M. Pratt 22
Leah E. Edgerly 24
Irene D. Cormier .... 27
Phyllis E. Bagley 22
Florence A. Duprey . . 26
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DECEMBER 31, 1945
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS
by C. Wesley Lyons, Mayor
January 1, 1946
Gentleinen of the Council:
The citizens of the City of Rochester have selected you as
members of the City Council to conduct the affairs of this mu-
nicipality for this year of 1946.
• We, as a Council, have been charged with the affairs of
the City, the first and most important of which is that we. so
manage the moneys as to maintain our high financial rating, to
see to it that the protection of our citizens is given thoughtful
consideration, to strive toward the improvement of our streets
and highways, which are most essential to every community.
Especial attention must be given to our School Depart-
ment, that we may continue to hold the high rating in the fu-
ture that we have in the past.
Much thought and investigation should be given to our
parks and playgrounds; and for the beautification of Rochester,
our shade trees must not be neglected.
It has been my privilege to have worked with you as a
Councilman for one term, and as your Mayor for the past year.
During this time we have gone through a period whereas it was
necessary that we prepare to fight and to win one of the most
terrible wars in history. This nation has been foremost in
bringing the peace.
Our responsibilities as a city government are greater at this
moment than at any time since it became necessary for us to be
engaged in war, to prepare for the efforts that will be required
to face the reconstruction period that follows a great conflict.
In addition to this we have an obligation to our young men
and women who served in the armed forces throughout the
world and who are now coming home to us, that they may be re-
turned to their normal pursuits in life. And by their normal
pursuits in life may be to return to our local industries, com-
plete their courses in our local schools or universities, or decide to
obtain their livelihood by agriculture, which is outstanding not
only in this particular city but in this section of our state. This
is an obligation and responsibility from which we must not turn
aside. If we fail in this obligation and in this responsibility,
those men and women who have made the supreme sacrifice that
we may continue to live in freedom and democracy, have given
their lives in vain.
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The Water Department requires unlimited attention and
much forethought in order to safeguard the interest of all the
people concerned. A public water supply is the most funda-
mental necessity of life, vital not only to health and sanitation,
but also to industry and protection from fire. At this time I
wish to present a few facts pertaining to the supply. For the
past few years the department has been unable to supply the
demand at various periods of the year, as the large volume of
water used during these periods reduces the head pressure to a
very unsatisfactory level, at which time it becomes necessary
for the Committee to issue notices requesting the curtailment
of the use of water, thei-eby greatly reducing the department's
revenue. When this condition exists, it not only affects the
revenue but also curtails certain activities.
I would recommend that the Committee on Water Works
and Sewers use every effort to procure an auxiliary water sup-
ply in the near future, so that the department may be able to
meet all of its demands.
During the past four years it has been impossible for us to
make any outstanding improvement in our streets and highways.
In this our situation has been no different than that of our sister
towns and cities. We have, however, come to a point where
definite steps should immediately be taken in reconstruction and
improvements in streets and highways.
During the past winter this section of the state, or perhaps
of New England, was so unfortunate as to have had more snow
than for many years. Not only did we have the difficult task of
snow removal, but we also had equipment which had seen many
years of service. With the unfortunate existing conditions, and
time taken for repairs due to breakdowns, I feel, from observ-
ance and reports, that the conditions of Rochester highways at
that time were not only as good as in other communities but far
superior to those in many other towns.
At this time I take the opportunity of congratulating the
members of the Highway Committee, together with the members
of that department, for their efforts, and the citizens of Ro-
chester for their cooperation; and I believe it might be well for
the Council to authorize the members of the Highway Committee
of 1946 to obtain information pertaining to the purchase of new
equipment for that department when the time arrives that such
equipment is available.
Close cooperation has been maintained between the School
Department and other departments of our City.
Schools have continued to maintain their efficiency. Even
with wartime shortages of manpower and material, our schools
have been well staffed and equipped, I believe above the average.
Necessary repairs and improvements have been made in
the school buildings, sufficient to keep them in good condition.
A salary schedule for teachers, which was voted in 1944,
has been put into effect this year, placing Rochester in a posi-
tion to retain its present teachers and to attract equally good
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teachers when vacancies occur. Janitors' salaries have also been
increased.
Rochester is fortunate in having many parks, also in hav-
ing a playground for the younger children and tennis courts for
the older children, or adults, adjacent to Hanson Pines.
During the past year some thought has been given to re-
moving the underbrush or small growth at the entrance to Han-
son Park. With the cooperation of our Water and Sewer De-
partment we were able to clear a small portion of the Fines where
tables and chairs are located.
The playground equipment has been checked and repaired,
so that at the moment it is in excellent shape. The wading pool
is an asset to this community, and many enjoyed these facilities
during this last season. I believe that we as citizens of Ro-
chester should make investigation as to the possibility of con-
structing pools in East Rochester and Gonic.
Too much thought cannot be devoted along the above lines of
development, which would be for the welfare of the boys and
girls who tomorrow will be in the same capacities as you and I.
The Common was used for baseball and softball ; and with
the assistance of the Highway Department, together with some
of our citizens who are interested in these games, we were able
to make temporary improvements in that portion of the Com-
mon that was used for these particular sports.
The custom which has been established of providing por-
tions of our parks and playgrounds for skating for the smaller
children brings much pleasure to this younger group.
During the past year many petitions have been presented
for the removal and repair of our shade trees, and all of these
were referred to the Committee with power to act. These peti-
tions were taken care of as far as possible, and the few that are
now pending are because of lack of funds. Although undoubted-
ly there may be a small balance in this department, the Com-
mittee recommends a small reserve for any emergency that
might arise from ice storms.
Your Committee recommends, as soon as small trees are
available, that replacement be made where trees were removed,
and a program be arranged where a supply of trees might be
available to the individual citizen for ornamental purposes.
Shade trees must not be negelected, for by so doing we lose the
beauty and attractiveness of our city.
The Public Library is a splendid and outstanding institu-
tion, efficiently staffed. In January we were unfortunate in the
passing of our first librarian, Lillian E. Parshley, who had
served in this capacity as a public servant for fifty-two years.
The Fire and Police Departments are set up for the pro-
tection of property and of citizens. The Standing Committees,
with the cooperation of the Fire Chief and City Marshal, have
been able to maintain the efficiency of these departments. Ar-
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rangements were made late last fall and a public demonstra-
tion was held of two-way radio for the Fire Department. Should
this equipment be installed, it would be most helpful in forest
fires; and there is a possibility of great danger in this type of
fire, owing to the fact that we have many acres of slash in this
vicinity. I recommend that some thought be given to the ad-
visability of a change in our present Hook and Ladder, which
has had many years of service, for a more modern piece of ap-
paratus.
The Police Committee is contemplating investigation re-
garding the advisability of changing the motor equipment in this
department to a type of car that would not only take care of
regular calls, but could also be used as an ambulance in emer-
gency in the future.
Should any investigation be made and reports obtained in
the above, the same will immediately be presented to you for
your consideration and discussion.
In conclusion, I take this opportunity of expressing my ap-
preciation for the privilege of being allowed to serve with you
in the year of 1946. I assure you that I will endeavor to convey
to you all available information and assist the committees in the
future as in the past; and with your cooperation, of which I am
sul-e, together with the constructive suggestions we may receive
from various civic organizations and citizens, we may face this
period of reconstruction with utmost confidence that Rochester
may be continuously progressive, that we may well appreciate
the freedom and democracy which is ours.
CITY GOVERNMENT
AS ORGANIZED JANUARY 1, 1946
Mayor, C. Wesley Lyons
COUNCILMEN
Ward One—Ralph C. Sinclair, Merl T. Wentworth, Jesse C. Si-
monds.
Ward Two—Maurice A. Jones, Frederick Maxfield, Freeman V.
Parshley.
Ward Three—George A. Lachapelle, John J. Hurley, Arthur E.
Cassidy.
Ward Four—Donald Sylvain, Thomas J. Sylvain, George J.
Potvin.
Ward Five—Cecil A. Morrison, Wilfred T. Roy, Weston H.
Palmer.
Ward Six—George F. Wilson, Charles F. Leach, Vernon E. Her-
som.
City Clerk—D. Arlene Baker.
City Treasurer—Frank E. Hussey.
City Accountant—J. Stacy Tripp.
City Solicito)-—Guy Smart.
Collector of Taxes—Eugene C. Howard.
Street CovDnissioner—Ralph O. Meader.
Superintenderd of Water Works and Sewers—George D. Dame.
Marshal—Thomas K. Redden.
Assistant Marshal—Gerald G. Lapierre.
Patrolmen—Deus Levesque, Nelson S. Hatch, Vane E. Nicker-
son, Ernest J. Levesque, Willis M. Hayes, Erlon H. Furbush.
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department—Ralph G. Seavey.
Deptity Chief Engineers of Fire Department—Wilbur E. Home,
Joseph E. Woodes, Charles L. Plummer, William B. Shaw,
Downing Osborne.
Overseer of Poor—Forrest L. Keay.
Sanitary Officer—Charles E. Goodwin.
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City Physician—Norman K. Chesley.
Board of Health—Norman K. Chesley, Forrest L. Keay, Charles
E. Goodwin.
Plumbers' Examining Board—Charles E. Goodwin, Norman K.
Chesley, Wilbur E. Home.
Assessors—Albert R. Chalmers, Howard C. E. Becker, Alfred J.
Beaudoin.
Trustees of Trust Funds—Frank E. Hussey, Cecil M. Pike, John
H. Bates.
Trustees of Public Library—Joel W. McCrillis, J. Stacy Tripp,
Robert P. Wilson, Charles W. Varney, Jr., J. Levi Header,
Henry J. Grondin.
Licensing Board—Mayor C. Wesley Lyons, City Marshal Thom-
as K. Redden, Health Officer Charles E. Goodwin.
Manager of City Hall Aaditoriuni—E. Morrison Douglas.
Janitor—James B. Callahan.
Assistant Janitor—Charles G. Fenton.
Janitor, East Rochester Hall—John F. Hickey.
Janitor, Gonic Hall—Ernest Stevenson.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—James B. Callahan.
Special Police—William O. Allen, William J. Bair. Leon Blais-
dell, Frank Boston, Wilfred Boulanger, Percy Brooks, Alon-
zo Bunker, James B. Callahan, F. D. Callaghan, Frank C.
Canney, Louis Carter, Walter J. Carter, Guy E. Chesley,
Don R. Coburn. Francis W. Cote, Ernest Couture, Eudore
Coutvire, George A. Creteau, George D. Dame, Forrest M.
Davis, W. Earl Davis, E. Morrison Douglas, Fred L. Doyle,
Miles H. Dustin, Isaac C. Evans, James Flood, Harold M.
Foss, Albert S. Foster, Chester A. Fi-eeman, Alphonse Fre-
nette. Charles E. Goodwin, Neal Goodwin, David Grant, Le-
l-^nd L. Gray, William D. Hamel, Wilbur Hayes, Horace F.
Haynes, John F. Hickey, Ernest E. Home, John J. Hurley,
Carl Jacobs, Edward Joblonski, Herbert Kenney, William
Lamontagne, A. R. LaPointe. Alphonse Lacasse, Gerald G.
Lapierre, Ambrose Massey, John Meader, Ralph 0. Meader,
Frank B. Miller, Arthur Mortimer, Clifton H. Niblock, Eu-
gene O'Brien, Rolf Osterman, Freeman V. Parshley, Michel
A. Pelletier, John W. Philbrook, Napoleon Picard, Maxime
Portray, George J. Potvin, Bert F. Power, Dwight Raab,
Gerard Rainville, Joseph A. Roulx, Felix Sanfacon, Fred L.
Seavey, Samuel Shapleigh, Harold Shepard, Mylo Sinclair,
Ernest Stevenson, Reginald Stuart, Arthur E. Tebbetts,
Richai'd Varney, Ray Vittum, Albert L. Wallace, Harvey
Warburton, Jasper G. Ward, Harry L. Webber, Luther E.
Wiggin, George V. Willard, Joseph Woodes, Joseph G.
Zuromskis.
Public Weighers—Roland Bouchard, Herbert Bowering, James
Bowering, Sr., Forrest Campbell, Edna Capron, A. F. Car-
ter, Walter T. Cate, Raymond Clark, Forrest M. Davis, John
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Dodge, Kenneth Drapeau, Fred Durgin, Irving Emerson,
Charles E. Fisher, J. Raymond Fisher, Wallace N. Fisher,
Robert Oilman, George E. Greenfield, Frank Hatch, Rich-
ard G. Hatch, George W. Heath, George Herries, Warren
C. Howard, Raoul J. Marcotte, Roy Marcotte, J. A. Morrill,
A. C. Mortimer, Roger E. Page, Orlando E. Pickering,
Raymond Palmer, Chester H. Smith, Franklin Torr, Olive
Page Tufts, Albert Warburton, Scott Winkley, Joseph
Woodes, Bert Woodw^ard, William York, Ivory L. Young.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—Arthur W. Barber, Louis Car-
tier, Nathaniel Davis, William H. Emack, Robert Fownes,
Norman Griffin, Russell Griffin, Samuel Hale, George V.
Hussey, James R. Mangar, A. F. Potvin, George J. Potvin,
David Shields, Clayton Severance, James O. Watson.
Fence Vieivers—Ernest Campbell, Harvey Henderson.
STANDING COMMITTEES, 1946
FinancK—Mayor, Palmer, Jones.
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons—Mayor, Parshley, Thomas
Sylvain.
Public Instruction—Mayor, Parshley, Lachapelle.
Claims and Accounts—Mayor, Morrison, Cassidy.
Public Buildings—Wilson, Maxfield, Sinclair.
Fire Department—Wentworth, Wilson, Potvin.
Roads, Bridges and Drains—Sinclair, Leach, Donald Sylvain.
Water Works and Sewers—Simonds, Roy, Thomas Sylvain.
Street Lights—Maxfield, Wentworth, Hurley.
Printing—Parshley, Hersom, Cassidy.
Elections and Returns—Leach, Hersom, Lachapelle.
Legal Affairs—Mayor, Simonds, Donald Sylvain.
Bills in Their Second Reading and Enrolled Ordinances—Roy,
Wilson, Hurley.
Police—Mayor, Palmer, Jones.
Purchasing Committee—Mayor, Morrison, Potvin.
SPECIAL COMMITTEES, 1946
Honor Roll—Potvin, Jones, Roy.
Widening of Union Street—Members of Committees on Roads,
Bridges and Drains and Legal Affairs.
Committee to Investigate Salary Increases for Heads of De-
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